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29. EARTHRISE 

Intro:   G(+A+D)  G   G(+A+D)  G 

G        Bm      Bm7     Am       Am7     G 
Earthrise on a  dead and dusty plain     A precious diamond  shining in the  dark 
Earthrise  like a  lighthouse in the black of night   brings us home  from the Great Beyond 
 

  G                Em       Em7 
Your eyes begin to water and your     chest just aches in  pain 
I   see no nations down there    or  why they  have to  fight 

     C               D     D7 
     All you know    held in that  little  spark 
The same  water   air and land  joins  every- one. 

 Em     Cma7  Am7             G 
A mother like no other     carried us    for oh so   many years 
A mother like no other   we’ve beaten down and turned our  back upon 

Em          Bm7          Am     Am7     D D7 
  But that blue has    turned a  different hue   and no longer seems so crystal clear 
And that hue so blue  has disappeared from view once  beautiful her face    is  turning  brown 
 
CODA 

Gma7              B7  
All the teeming billions have      run right out of luck 

  Cma7            G      
We  didn’t think   about the cost to   turn that extra buck. 

Ebma7             Bbma7  
We’ve all missed the chances to     save our home and stay 

Abma7             D       D7   
Now bereft,  no options left,  we’ll  have to sail a-way 

G  (+DG)  Em (+DG)   C (+DG)  Am7 G   G(+A+D)   G 
Earthrise,  Earthrise,    the  Earth  can  rise no  more 
 
  

Standard Tuning (EADGBE) – Capo 3 
4/4    140 bpm  
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EARTHRISE - Lyrics 

Earthrise on a dead and dusty plain 
A precious diamond shining in the dark 
Your eyes begin to water and your chest just aches in pain 
All you know held in that little spark 
 
A mother like no other carried us for oh so many years 
But that blue has turned a different hue 
And no longer seems so crystal clear 
 
Earthrise like a lighthouse in the black of night  
Brings us home from the Great Beyond 
I see no nations down there or why they have to fight 
The same water air and land joins everyone. 
 
A mother like no other, we’ve beaten down and turned our back upon 
And that hue so blue has disappeared from view 
Once beautiful her face is turning brown 
 
All the teeming billions have run right out of luck 
We didn’t think about the cost to turn that extra buck. 
We’ve all missed the chances to save our home and stay 
Now bereft, no options left, we’ll have to sail away 
 
Earthrise 
Earthrise 
The Earth can rise no more 
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29. Earthrise - CHORDS 
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